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The Joyroom JR-MS01 Maya RGB Wireless Speaker (black)
The Joyroom wireless speaker uses a φ52mm driver and φ52mm diaphragm, perfectly balancing sound quality and performance. Thanks
to Bluetooth 5.1 technology, you can enjoy a reliable and seamless wireless connection over a distance of up to 12 meters. The device
also offers striking RGB lighting to add colorful accents to any interior, creating a unique atmosphere. Moreover, the original design in the
form of a disco ball  attracts attention and enriches the aesthetics of  the room. The low weight and compact design makes it  easy for
eventual transportation.
 
Delightful sound
Enjoy precise sound thanks to its wide frequency range (60 Hz to 12 kHz). Combined with a φ52 mm loudspeaker and a diaphragm of the
same dimensions, the Joyroom unit ensures that every note and musical detail is rendered in the best possible way. From now on, you
can delight in deep bass and clear, dynamic treble.
 
Stable connection
Forget about interference. The Joyroom speaker supports Bluetooth 5.1 technology, providing a reliable connection over a distance of up
to 12 meters. It also uses an advanced AC6965E chip to guarantee a smooth connection. Nothing will prevent you from listening to the
songs of your favorite artists anymore!
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Lighting effects
Immerse yourself  in a dynamic visual  experience with colorful  RGB backlighting.  The Joyroom speaker offers multiple light modes and
colors  that  harmonize  with  the  music  to  create  a  unique  visual  match.  Regardless  of  your  mood  or  music  genre,  you  can  adjust  the
lighting to create an atmosphere that perfectly fits the moment.
 
Innovative design
Bring magic to any meeting with the Joyroom speaker, which features an innovative design that resembles a disco ball. You can be sure
that the device will attract attention and bring a unique character to parties and gatherings with friends. In addition, its weight does not
exceed 475.5 g, so you can take it anywhere without any trouble.
 
Attention to detail
The body of the speaker is covered with mesh, which provides an aesthetic appearance and practical advantages. This finish makes the
device resistant to dust and dirt.  In addition, the mesh acts as a barrier that absorbs and minimizes any sound interference, ensuring
pristine sound. Also noteworthy is the non-slip underside, which minimizes additional noise caused by powerful bass. So you can enjoy
clear sound without the effects of secondary noise. 
 
Long runtime
The Joyroom speaker is equipped with a powerful 2000 mAh battery, which provides about 3-4 hours of music playback (with the lights
off and at 70% volume). In standby mode, the device lasts about 48 hours (with the lights off). The time it takes to renew its energy is
about 3 hours.
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-MS01
	Bluetooth version
	5.1
	Bluetooth chip
	AC6965E
	Audio decoding
	SBC
	Supported protocols
	A2DPPAVCTPAVDTPAVRCP
	Bluetooth range
	≤12 m
	Frequency response range
	60Hz-12KHz
	Transducer 
	φ52mm 
	Membrane
	φ52mm
	Output power
	8W
	Music playback time
	About 3-4h (light off, volume 70%)
	Standby time
	Approximately 48 hours (light off)
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	Battery capacity
	2200 mAh
	Charging time
	approximately 3h
	Charging port
	USB-C
	Charging input
	5V⎓1A
	Supported music mode
	BT, TF, PC
	TF card capacity limit
	＜32G
	Material
	ABS PC speaker mesh
	Dimensions
	89 mm x 89 mm x 165.6 mm
	Weight
	475,5 g

Price:

€ 25.60

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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